autonomy support [12] , and the psychometric evidence of the scale in the physical activity context is lacking. Therefore, the aim was to examine the psychometric properties (validity, reliability and measurement invariance) of the physical activity adapted HCCQ, named PAMCQ in the current study.
METHODS & MATERIALS

Participants and Procedure
Participants in this study were recruited through convenience sampling in Hong Kong. In total, 407 participants started and completed an online survey. The mean age of the participants was 40.59 ± 13.76, age range 18-63, with 188 males and 219 females. Prior to undertaking the research, ethical clearance from a local university research ethics committee was received. Invitation pamphlets, containing the study's information and a QR code of the online survey, were created and distributed to university students in Hong Kong, to invite them and people aged 18-64 in their close environment (i.e., relatives and friends) to participate in the study. Informed consent was obtained from the participants.
Measurements
Motivation Climate
Perception of autonomy-supportive motivation climate in the physical activity context was measured with the PAMCQ. It was developed by adapting the short-form of the HCCQ to account for the characteristics of physical activity context. Specifically, reference "physician" was replaced with "important others", which include people such as physical activity instructors, family members and friends who may exert an impact on physical activity engagement. Also, item 3 "make changes" was substituted with "make decisions", and item 6 "suggesting a new way to do things" was changed to "offering a suggestion". A translation and back-translation procedure was followed to translate the English version of the PAMCQ into Chinese [13, 14] . Following this, a cognitive test was performed among ten Chinese adults (age = 40.90 ± 15.35, age range 18-64, five males and five females) in Hong Kong. According to their feedback, the content of the scale was comprehensible, and no further adjustment was suggested to made. Thus, the PAMCQ was finalized for subsequent administration. It consists of 6 items, and a seven-point Likert scale is used to anchor responses, ranging from 1(strongly disagree) to 7(strongly agree). Scoring is by averaging scores on individual items. A higher score represents a higher level of perceived autonomy support in the context of physical activity.
Behavioral Regulation
It was assessed with the Chinese version of the Behavioral Regulations in Exercise Questionnaire -2 (BREQ-2) [15] , which was translated from the English version [16] . It was used for the nomological validity evaluation of the PAMCQ. Eighteen items are included in the instrument, with four items in the amotivation subscale, four items in the external regulation subscale, three items in the introjected regulation subscale, three items in the identified regulation subscale and four items in the intrinsic motivation subscale. Five-point Likert scale is used to determine to what extent a particular item suits participants (from 1 = "not true for me" to "5 = very true for me"). The reliability and validity of the questionnaire have been demonstrated [15] . Slight modification was made to adapt the BREQ-2 to the PA context. Specifically, the term "exercise" was replaced with "physical activity" for all the RAI. RAI, the widely adopted index to reflect self-determined behavioral regulation in prior research [17, 18] , was used. The following formula, based on the extent of self-determination of individual behavioral regulations, was employed for its calculation: RAI = Amotivation * (-3) + External regulation * (-2) + introjected regulation * (-1) + identified regulation * (2) + intrinsic motivation * (3). A higher score of RAI reflects a higher degree of self-determination in behavioral regulation for physical activity [19, 20] .
Data Analysis
First, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was introduced to test the factorial validity of the PAMCQ via the software Mplus version 6.0. Robust maximum likelihood estimation was used which can withstand potential violation of the normality assumption of the data. As for the judgment of goodness-of-fit of the model to the data, multiple model fit indices, including comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) accompanied with its 90% confidence interval (90% CI), and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), were Physical Activity Motivation Climate Questionnaire: Validity, Reliability and Measurement Invariance used [21, 22] . Cut-off values of 0.90 and 0.95 for CFI and TLI, and cut-off values of 0.08 and 0.06 for RMSEA and SRMR, were used to represent acceptable and good fit, respectively [21, 22] .
Second, once the factorial validity of the PAMCQ was confirmed, nomological validity evaluation of the scale, through correlation analysis with related SDT construct, was conducted. It was hypothesized that perceived autonomy support would be positively associated with self-determined behavioral regulation [23] .
Third, the reliability of the PAMCQ was investigated via Cronbach's alpha coefficient [24, 25] , and composite reliability score [26] . Scores of Cronbach's alpha coefficient and composite reliability larger than .70 and .80 were employed in the study to represent acceptable and good reliability, respectively [27, 28] .
Fourth, multi-group CFA was implemented to examine whether disparate groups across gender and age would interpret the scale in the same vein. Gradually constrained invariance tests including configural, metric and scalar invariance were tested. Since error variance invariance is of little interest and considered unnecessary, it was not examined. When it comes to the criteria for measurement invariance, change of CFI and RMSEA less than .010 and .015 respectively was introduced for determining measurement invariance [29] .
RESULTS
CFA revealed an adequate goodness-of-fit of the model to the data, where χ 2 (9) = 26.449, p< .01, CFI = .980, TLI = .966, RMSEA (90% CI) = .069 (.039, .100), SRMR = .027. Standardized factor loadings were all above .700, with p< .001. Therefore, the scale's factorial validity was established. Item mean value, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and standardized factor loading are displayed in Table 1 .
Table1. Item content, descriptive analysis and standardized factor loading (N = 407)
Item Content
Mean SD SK KU FL 1. I feel that my important others have provided me with choices and options in physical activity. Note: Median age (46.00) of the participants was used for age group division (G1 and G2); M1, configural invariance; M2, metric invariance; M3, scalar invariance
Table2. Measurement Invariance across Gender and Age (N = 407)
Model
The result of multi-group invariance test is presented in Table 2 . Based on goodness-of-fit indices, both the independent models and invariance models showed a sufficient fit to the data. When comparing the models constrained to varying degrees, changes in model fit indices (i.e. CFI and RMSEA) were all smaller than suggested cut-off values indicative of measurement invariance. The result supported the scale was invariant across gender and age groups, which suggested that participants from different sub-group interpreted the PAMCQ in the same manner.
DISCUSSION
A motivation climate characterized by autonomy support can foster the internalization of selfdetermined behavioral regulation [23] , which in turn can contribute to adaptive behavioral outcomes such as physical activity behavior [7, 30, 31] . To investigate such motivation climate rigorously in empirical research, its measurement must be valid and reliable. However, even though the HCCQ has been widely used in the physical activity context for perceived autonomy support measurement, the soundness of the adapted instrument in the specific context remains unclear. Therefore, he objective of the study was to examine the psychometric soundness of the PAMCQ. The CFA supported the factorial validity of the PAMCQ in the present study, with an adequate fit of the constructed model to the data, and standardized factor loadings of all the items larger than .700. Also, the PAMCQ's nomological validity was examined and established. Specifically, it was found perceived autonomy support was positively associated with RAI, which is in line with past findings [23] . This indicates that individuals who perceived a higher autonomy support were more likely to be self-determined in their behavioral regulation for physical activity participation. With regard to the reliability of the scale, the Cronbach's alpha coefficient and composite reliability score substantiated the reliability of the scale, with values higher than the cut-off point .80 as indicative of good reliability [27, 28] . Furthermore, the measurement invariance test was performed across gender and age groups. Measurement invariance test is a key indicator of psychometric property of a measurement [32] , and it is considered necessary to encompass such a test for the PAMCQ. Measurement invariance tests whether a given scale is interpreted in a conceptually similar fashion across different groups with different background. Its violations may diminish meaningful interpretation of a measurement [33] . The analysis result in the current research showed that the PAMCQ displayed sufficient measurement equivalence property via comparisons between male and female participants, and between age groups. Thus, it is concluded that the PAMCQ is interpreted by different groups in the same way, which adds additional merit to the scale. Though the study has corroborated the utility of the scale in the physical activity setting, limitations and future directions should also be acknowledged. For instance, apart from Cronbach's alpha coefficient and composite reliability, the scale's temporal stability is also suggested to be examined, in order to provide more reliability information. Also, sensitivity of the scale should be of interest in future study.
CONCLUSION
This study is the first to empirically examine the psychometric properties of the PAMCQ. It provides promising evidence of the validity, reliability and measurement invariance of the scale. Even though scale validation is an on-going process, it is believed that the PAMCQ can be a useful tool for proliferating relevant research in understanding and predicting physical activity behavior, from a motivation climate approach.
